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(57) An image processing method includes the steps
of obtaining information on periodicity in a direction of
rotation of at least one of a template image and an image
to be searched, carrying out first matching in respect to
the direction of rotation between the template image and
the image to be searched and determining a plurality of
candidates for an amount of rotation for correcting rela-
tive displacement in direction of rotation between the
template image and the image to be searched based on

a result of first matching and the information on periodic-
ity, generating a plurality of sets of images resulting from
correction of relative displacement in direction of rotation
between the template image and the image to be
searched with each of the candidates for the amount of
rotation, and carrying out second matching in respect to
a position in each of the sets of images and outputting a
result relatively high in likelihood, among results of sec-
ond matching.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to an image
processing method, an image processing apparatus, and
an image processing program relating to template match-
ing using a template image.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] A technique for detecting, by using a template
image registered in advance (template matching), a po-
sition corresponding to the template image in an image
to be searched has been put into practical use. Phase-
only correlation (hereinafter also referred to as "POC")
is often used as one technique for template matching.
POC is a technique for searching for corresponding
points between images with the use of phase difference
information of a spatial frequency included in the images.
Robustness against variation in illumination environment
can be enhanced by using phase difference information.
[0003] General POC is on the premise that there is no
change in direction of rotation between a template image
and an image to be searched. Therefore, when an object
registered in advance as a template image has rotated
in the image to be searched, a position cannot accurately
be detected. Such displacement by rotation around an
optical axis (change in direction of rotation), if any, can
be addressed by adopting rotation invariant phase only
correlation (hereinafter also referred to as "RIPOC") as
a technique which is an expanded version of POC.
[0004] In RIPOC, initially, by making use of amplitude
information included in a template image and an image
to be searched, an amount of rotation (displacement by
rotation) between the images is estimated and any one
of the template image and the image to be searched is
corrected with the estimated amount of rotation. In suc-
cession, corresponding positions are detected by making
use of the corrected template image or image to be
searched. Through such processing in two steps, even
when an object of interest may rotate, corresponding po-
sitions can accurately be detected.
[0005] For example, Japanese Laid-Open Patent Pub-
lication No. 10-124667 (PTD 1) discloses a pattern col-
lation apparatus making use of RIPOC. This pattern col-
lation apparatus estimates an amount of rotation from an
image resulting from polar coordinate conversion of am-
plitude information and estimates a position after a tem-
plate image is corrected.
[0006] Japanese Laid-Open Patent Publication No.
10-206134 (PTD 2) discloses a position detection meth-
od through image processing for finding an angle of ro-
tation of a graphic in a given input image from a reference
position set in the image. According to this position de-
tection method, an image to be searched is matched with
a template rotated at a plurality of angles of rotation, and
an angle of rotation and a position of an object are esti-

mated based on a template highest in similarity and a
position found in the template.

CITATION LIST

PATENT DOCUMENT

[0007]

PTD 1: Japanese Laid-Open Patent Publication No.
10-124667
PTD 2: Japanese Laid-Open Patent Publication No.
10-206134

SUMMARY OF INVENTION

TECHNICAL PROBLEM

[0008] RIPOC disclosed in PTD 1 described above has
high robustness also against fluctuation in direction of
rotation. When estimation of an amount of rotation (dis-
placement by rotation) between images in a preceding
stage fails, an image cannot appropriately be corrected
and hence position detection in a subsequent stage does
not function well. For example, since accurate estimation
of an amount of rotation (displacement by rotation) for
an image having periodicity in a direction of rotation is
not ensured, a position may not correctly be detected in
the subsequent stage. With the position detection meth-
od disclosed in PTD 2 described above, since matching
should be carried out for all of the plurality of angles of
rotation, a large amount of operation time is required.
[0009] An object of the present invention is to provide
an image processing method, an image processing ap-
paratus, and an image processing program achieving
higher robustness and higher speed in processing in tem-
plate matching using a template image.

SOLUTION TO PROBLEM

[0010] According to one aspect of the present inven-
tion, an image processing method of carrying out tem-
plate matching with an image to be searched by using a
template image is provided. The image processing meth-
od includes the steps of obtaining information on perio-
dicity in a direction of rotation, of at least one of the tem-
plate image and the image to be searched, carrying out
first matching in respect to the direction of rotation be-
tween the template image and the image to be searched
and determining a plurality of candidates for an amount
of rotation for correcting relative displacement in direction
of rotation between the template image and the image
to be searched based on a result of the first matching
and the information on the periodicity, generating a plu-
rality of sets of images resulting from correction of relative
displacement in the direction of rotation between the tem-
plate image and the image to be searched with each of
the candidates for the amount of rotation, and carrying
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out second matching in respect to a position in each of
the sets of the images and outputting a result relatively
high in likelihood among results of the second matching.
[0011] Preferably, the step of determining the plurality
of candidates for an amount of rotation includes the step
of limiting a range in which the amount of rotation is
searched for, based on the information on the periodicity.
[0012] Further preferably, the step of limiting the range
in which the amount of rotation is searched for includes
the step of generating information on similarity in the
range in which the amount of rotation is searched for, by
correcting relation between the amount of rotation and
the similarity in the range in which the amount of rotation
is searched for with relation between an amount of rota-
tion and similarity out of the range in which the amount
of rotation is searched for.
[0013] Preferably, the step of determining the plurality
of candidates for an amount of rotation includes the step
of determining candidates for the amount of rotation by
adding and/or subtracting an amount of rotation repre-
senting the information on the periodicity to and/or from
an amount of rotation determined in the first matching.
[0014] Preferably, the step of determining the plurality
of candidates for an amount of rotation includes the step
of excluding a candidate failing to satisfy a condition for
the information on the periodicity from the candidates for
the amount of rotation, by referring to characteristics of
change in similarity between the template image and the
image to be searched, with respect to the amount of ro-
tation.
[0015] Preferably, the step of obtaining information on
periodicity includes the step of accepting the information
on the periodicity specified by a user when the template
image is generated.
[0016] Preferably, the step of obtaining information on
periodicity includes the steps of carrying out third match-
ing in respect to the direction of rotation between the
template images and determining periodicity based on a
period of similarity which appears in a result of the third
matching.
[0017] Preferably, the step of obtaining information on
periodicity includes the step of accepting information on
any periodicity from a user.
[0018] According to another aspect of the present in-
vention, an image processing apparatus carrying out
template matching with an image to be searched by using
a template image is provided. The image processing ap-
paratus includes a period information obtaining portion
that obtains information on periodicity in a direction of
rotation, of at least one of the template image and the
image to be searched, a rotation amount estimation por-
tion that carries out first matching in respect to the direc-
tion of rotation between the template image and the im-
age to be searched and determines a plurality of candi-
dates for an amount of rotation for correcting relative dis-
placement in direction of rotation between the template
image and the image to be searched based on a result
of the first matching and the information on the periodicity,

an image correction portion that generates a plurality of
sets of images resulting from correction of relative dis-
placement in the direction of rotation between the tem-
plate image and the image to be searched with each of
the candidates for the amount of rotation, and a position
detection portion that carries out second matching in re-
spect to a position in each of the sets of the images and
outputs a result relatively high in likelihood among results
of the second matching.
[0019] According to yet another aspect of the present
invention, an image processing program carrying out
template matching with an image to be searched by using
a template image is provided. The image processing pro-
gram causes a computer to perform the steps of obtaining
information on periodicity in a direction of rotation, of at
least one of the template image and the image to be
searched, carrying out first matching in respect to the
direction of rotation between the template image and the
image to be searched and determining a plurality of can-
didates for an amount of rotation for correcting relative
displacement in direction of rotation between the tem-
plate image and the image to be searched based on a
result of the first matching and the information on the
periodicity, generating a plurality of sets of images re-
sulting from correction of relative displacement in the di-
rection of rotation between the template image and the
image to be searched with each of the candidates for the
amount of rotation, and carrying out second matching in
respect to a position in each of the sets of the images
and outputting a result relatively high in likelihood among
results of the second matching.

ADVANTAGEOUS EFFECTS OF INVENTION

[0020] According to the present invention, robustness
can be enhanced and processing can be faster in tem-
plate matching using a template image.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0021]

Fig. 1 is a schematic diagram showing an application
of template matching according to the present em-
bodiment.
Fig. 2 is a block diagram showing a configuration
when template matching according to the present
embodiment is implemented by a personal compu-
ter.
Fig. 3 is a schematic diagram showing a functional
configuration of an image processing apparatus ac-
cording to a first embodiment.
Fig. 4 is a schematic diagram illustrating overview
of rotation correction processing by a rotation cor-
rection portion of the image processing apparatus
according to the first embodiment.
Fig. 5 is a more detailed functional block diagram of
a rotation amount estimation portion of the image
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processing apparatus according to the first embod-
iment.
Fig. 6 is a schematic diagram showing an algorithm
in POC.
Fig. 7 is a diagram showing one example of a POC
value calculated in accordance with general POC
shown in Fig. 6.
Fig. 8 is a diagram showing an exemplary result of
the rotation correction processing by the rotation cor-
rection portion of the image processing apparatus
according to the first embodiment.
Fig. 9 is a flowchart showing an overall procedure in
position detection processing according to the first
embodiment.
Fig. 10 is a diagram for illustrating processing in es-
timating an amount of rotation according to a second
embodiment.
Fig. 11 is a diagram showing one example of varia-
tion in POC value with respect to an amount of rota-
tion produced when an image contains a noise com-
ponent.
Fig. 12 is a diagram for illustrating processing for
estimating an amount of rotation according to a third
embodiment.
Fig. 13 is a schematic diagram showing a functional
configuration of an image processing apparatus ac-
cording to a fifth embodiment.
Fig. 14 is a more detailed functional block diagram
of a rotation amount estimation portion and a period
information calculation portion of the image process-
ing apparatus according to a third processing exam-
ple in the fifth embodiment.
Fig. 15 is a diagram for illustrating processing for
estimating an amount of rotation according to a sev-
enth embodiment.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0022] An embodiment of the present invention will be
described in detail with reference to the drawings. The
same or corresponding elements in the drawings have
the same reference characters allotted and description
thereof will not be repeated.

[A. Overview]

[0023] According to the present embodiment, an im-
age processing method, an image processing apparatus,
and an image processing program for template matching
with an image to be searched by using a template image
are provided. Through this processing, information on
periodicity in a direction of rotation, of at least one of the
template image and the image to be searched, is ob-
tained. In addition, first matching in respect to a direction
of rotation between the template image and the image
to be searched is carried out. Namely, relative displace-
ment in direction of rotation (amount of rotation) between
images is estimated.

[0024] Then, based on a result of first matching and
information on periodicity, a plurality of candidates for an
amount of rotation for correcting relative displacement in
direction of rotation between the template image and the
image to be searched are determined. Then, a plurality
of sets of images resulting from correction of relative dis-
placement in direction of rotation between the template
image and the image to be searched with each of the
candidates for the amount of rotation are generated, and
second matching in respect to a position is carried out in
each of the sets of images. Namely, a plurality of candi-
dates for correction of the amount of rotation are pre-
pared, and position search is carried out for each candi-
date. Then, a result relatively high in likelihood among
results of second matching is output as a final result.

[B. System Configuration]

[0025] A mount example of an image processing ap-
paratus having a template matching function with the use
of a template image according to the present embodi-
ment will initially be described.

<<b1: Application>>

[0026] Fig. 1 is a schematic diagram showing an ap-
plication of template matching according to the present
embodiment. Referring to Fig. 1, a system 1 according
to the present embodiment is applied to a production line
including a belt conveyor 3 by way of example. In system
1, workpieces 2 are successively transported over belt
conveyor 3 and images (hereinafter also referred to as
an "image to be searched 16") including appearance of
workpieces 2 (hereinafter also referred to as "objects")
are obtained by photographing workpieces 2 with a cam-
era 10.
[0027] Image to be searched 16 is transmitted to an
image processing apparatus 100. Image processing ap-
paratus 100 detects a position of workpiece 2 included
in image to be searched 16 with the use of a template
image 18 registered in advance. Image processing ap-
paratus 100 outputs information on a position which in-
cludes an amount of rotation and a magnification, which
is obtained through this template matching.

<<b2: Implementation with Personal Computer>>

[0028] Fig. 2 is a block diagram showing a configura-
tion when template matching according to the present
embodiment is implemented by a personal computer. Re-
ferring to Fig. 2, image processing apparatus 100 imple-
mented by a personal computer is mainly mounted on a
computer having a general-purpose architecture. Image
processing apparatus 100 includes, as main compo-
nents, a CPU (Central Processing Unit) 102, a RAM
(Random Access Memory) 104, a ROM (Read Only
Memory) 106, a network interface (I/F) 108, a hard disk
110, a display portion 120, an input portion 122, a mem-
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ory card interface (I/F) 124, and a camera interface (I/F)
128. The components are connected through a bus 130
so as to be able to communicate with one another.
[0029] CPU 102 controls entire image processing ap-
paratus 100 by executing an operating system (OS) or
various programs such as a template matching execution
program 112 stored in ROM 106 or hard disk 110. RAM
104 functions as a working memory for CPU 102 to ex-
ecute various programs. ROM 106 stores an initial pro-
gram (a boot program) executed at the time of boot in
image processing apparatus 100.
[0030] Network interface 108 exchanges data with oth-
er apparatuses (server apparatuses) through various
communication media. More specifically, network inter-
face 108 communicates data through wired circuits such
as Ethernet® (LAN (Local Area Network) or WAN (Wide
Area Network)) and/or wireless circuits such as wireless
LAN.
[0031] Hard disk 110 stores an image processing pro-
gram (mainly template matching execution program 112)
for implementing various types of processing according
to the present embodiment and template image 18. Hard
disk 110 may further store a program such as an oper-
ating system.
[0032] Display portion 120 displays a GUI (Graphical
User Interface) picture provided by an operating system
and an image generated as a result of execution of tem-
plate matching execution program 112. Input portion 122
is typically implemented by a keyboard, a mouse, or a
touch panel, and outputs contents of an instruction ac-
cepted from a user to CPU 102.
[0033] Memory card interface 124 reads and write data
from and to various memory cards (non-volatile recording
media) 126 such as an SD (Secure Digital) card or a CF
(CompactFlash®) card. Camera interface 128 takes in
from camera 10, an image for generating image to be
searched 16, which is obtained by photographing a sub-
ject. Camera 10 functions as image obtaining means for
obtaining an image. A main body of image processing
apparatus 100 does not have to have a function to pho-
tograph a subject. In this case, typically, necessary im-
ages are taken in through memory card 126 storing var-
ious images obtained with some apparatus. Namely,
memory card 126 is attached to memory card interface
124, and various images read from memory card 126 are
stored (copied) in hard disk 110.
[0034] Template matching execution program 112
stored in hard disk 110 is distributed as being stored in
such a recording medium as a CD-ROM (Compact Disk-
Read Only Memory) or distributed from a server appa-
ratus through a network. Template matching execution
program 112 implements processing by invoking at pre-
scribed timing and in a prescribed order, necessary mod-
ules among program modules provided as a part of an
operating system executed in image processing appara-
tus 100 (a personal computer). In this case, template
matching execution program 112 itself does not contain
a module provided by an operating system but instead

implements image processing in cooperation with the op-
erating system. Template matching execution program
112 is not a stand-alone program but may be provided
as being incorporated in a part of some program. In such
a case as well, the program itself does not contain a mod-
ule as made use of commonly to other programs, but
instead implements image processing in cooperation
with other programs. Even such a template matching ex-
ecution program 112 not containing some modules does
not depart from the spirit of image processing apparatus
100 according to the present embodiment.
[0035] Functions provided by template matching exe-
cution program 112 may be implemented in part or in the
entirety by dedicated hardware.

«b3: Implementation With Other Features»

[0036] In addition to the implementation with the per-
sonal computer described above, for example, mount on
a digital camera, a portable telephone, or a smartphone
is applicable. In addition, a form like what is called cloud
service in which at least one server apparatus performs
the processing according to the present embodiment
may be applicable. In this case, such a configuration that
a user uses his/her own terminal (such as a personal
computer or a smartphone) to transmit at least two im-
ages to be processed to a server apparatus (on a cloud
side) and the server apparatus subjects the transmitted
images to be processed to image processing according
to the present embodiment is assumed. The server ap-
paratus does not have to perform all functions (process-
ing) but a terminal on a user side and a server apparatus
may cooperate with each other to perform image
processing according to the present embodiment.

[C. First Embodiment]

<<c1: Overall Configuration>>

[0037] Fig. 3 is a schematic diagram showing a func-
tional configuration of image processing apparatus 100
according to a first embodiment. Referring to Fig. 3, im-
age processing apparatus 100 according to the first em-
bodiment estimates change in direction of rotation
(amount of rotation) between template image 18 and im-
age to be searched 16 and corrects at least one of tem-
plate image 18 and image to be searched 16. Image
processing apparatus 100 corrects this change in direc-
tion of rotation and detects corresponding positions be-
tween the images through processing for matching be-
tween the images. For the sake of convenience of de-
scription, processing for correction by rotation by rotating
image to be searched 16 will be exemplified in the de-
scription below. Template image 18 may naturally be cor-
rected by rotation.
[0038] More specifically, image processing apparatus
100 includes, as its functional configuration, a template
holding portion 150, an image obtaining portion 152, a
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rotation correction portion 154, and a position detection
portion 160.
[0039] Template holding portion 150 holds template
image 18 prepared in advance. Template holding portion
150 registers in advance template image 18. Template
image 18 is created and/or set arbitrarily by a user in
accordance with a purpose of template matching. Tem-
plate image 18 prepared in advance by a user is obtained
by image processing apparatus 100 through any record-
ing medium or communication medium, that is, read
through file input, and held in template holding portion
150. Template image 18 may naturally be created by
using the entirety or a part of an image photographed by
camera 10. Template image 18 held in template holding
portion 150 is used in rotation amount estimation
processing and position detection processing which will
be described later.
[0040] Image obtaining portion 152 obtains with any
method, image to be searched 16, which is to be sub-
jected to template matching. Typically, image obtaining
portion 152 obtains image to be searched 16 generated
as camera 10 photographs a subject. Naturally, a method
of obtaining image to be searched 16 is not limited to a
method of input through camera 10, and image to be
searched 16 photographed in advance may be obtained
through any recording medium or communication medi-
um, that is, through file input.
[0041] One image to be searched 16 or a plurality of
images to be searched 16 which have successively been
photographed may be obtained. As a method of coordi-
nation with camera 10, camera 10 obtains images in a
prescribed cycle (takes in moving images) and the suc-
cessively obtained images are primarily saved in a frame
buffer. There is also a case that, as some kind of trigger
(release by a user, automatic photographing after lapse
of a prescribed period of time, or a trigger originating from
other recognition processing) occurs, a corresponding
image among images saved in the frame buffer is ob-
tained and processed.
[0042] Rotation correction portion 154 estimates a rel-
ative amount of rotation between template image 18 and
image to be searched 16 and corrects by rotation at least
one of template image 18 and image to be searched 16
with the estimated relative amount of rotation. As de-
scribed above, image processing apparatus 100 accord-
ing to the first embodiment corrects by rotation image to
be searched 16. More specifically, rotation correction
portion 154 includes a rotation amount estimation portion
156 and an image correction portion 158.
[0043] Rotation amount estimation portion 156 esti-
mates displacement in relative amount of rotation be-
tween template image 18 and image to be searched 16
and estimates a plurality of candidates for an amount of
displacement in direction of rotation between the images.
Namely, rotation amount estimation portion 156 carries
out matching (first matching) in respect to the direction
of rotation between template image 18 and image to be
searched 16, and determines a plurality of candidates

for the amount of rotation for correcting relative displace-
ment in direction of rotation between template image 18
and image to be searched 16 based on a result of match-
ing (first matching) in respect to the direction of rotation
and information on periodicity. Though various methods
can be adopted for a logic for estimating this relative
amount of rotation, an amount of rotation is estimated
with POC in the present embodiment.
[0044] Image correction portion 158 corrects template
image 18 or image to be searched 16 based on a plurality
of amounts of rotation estimated by rotation amount es-
timation portion 156, and generates a plurality of correct-
ed images (in the description below, image to be
searched 16 is corrected by rotation). Namely, image cor-
rection portion 158 generates a plurality of sets of images
resulting from correction of relative displacement in di-
rection of rotation between template image 18 and image
to be searched 16 with each of the candidates for the
amount of rotation.
[0045] Correction by rotation is achieved by relatively
rotating one image with affine transformation. Though
affine transformation includes interpolation processing,
a known interpolation method such as a bi-linear method
or a cubic convolution method can be adopted for this
interpolation processing.
[0046] Details of rotation correction processing by ro-
tation correction portion 154 will be described later.
[0047] Position detection portion 160 performs
processing for detecting corresponding positions by us-
ing each corrected image generated through correction
by rotation. Namely, position detection portion 160 per-
forms position detection processing (second matching)
in respect to a position in each of the sets of images
generated by image correction portion 158 and outputs
a result relatively high in likelihood among results of the
position detection processing.
[0048] Though various methods can be adopted for a
logic for position detection, position detection with POC
is adopted in the present embodiment. In the present
embodiment, a plurality of amounts of rotation are esti-
mated as candidates by making use of period informa-
tion, and a position is detected for each candidate for the
amount of rotation. Position detection portion 160 outputs
a most likely result as final position information. Details
of the position detection processing by this position de-
tection portion 160 will be described later.

«c2: Rotation Correction Processing»

[0049] Details of the rotation correction processing de-
scribed above will now be described. Fig. 4 is a schematic
diagram illustrating overview of the rotation correction
processing by rotation correction portion 154 of image
processing apparatus 100 according to the first embod-
iment.
[0050] In the present embodiment, a plurality of can-
didates for the amount of rotation to be used for the ro-
tation correction processing are estimated, with attention
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being paid to periodicity in a direction of rotation of tem-
plate image 18. Robustness in position detection is en-
hanced by performing position detection processing in a
subsequent stage by using each of the plurality of esti-
mated amounts of rotation.
[0051] Referring to Fig. 4, initially, displacement in rel-
ative amount of rotation between template image 18 and
image to be searched 16 is detected. Specifically, simi-
larity between the images is calculated by successively
changing a relative amount of rotation between template
image 18 and image to be searched 16. Namely, match-
ing processing in respect to the direction of rotation be-
tween template image 18 and image to be searched 16
is performed. Though any technique can be adopted for
this matching processing, POC is adopted in the present
embodiment. When POC is adopted, a POC value is cal-
culated as a similarity.
[0052] For example, between template image 18 and
image to be searched 16 as shown in Fig. 4, a POC value
as shown with a reference character 30 is calculated in
accordance with an amount of rotation of image to be
searched 16. Namely, a checkered object as shown with
template image 18 and image to be searched 16 has
periodicity, and a peak appears in a period of 90° also in
a POC value (similarity).
[0053] Then, when a peak appears in characteristics
of the POC value as shown with reference character 30,
an angle corresponding to that peak position is deter-
mined as one of candidates for an amount of rotation for
correction, and other one or more candidates for the
amount of rotation are determined by correcting the de-
termined candidate for the amount of rotation based on
period information. Here, period information refers to in-
formation on periodicity in a direction of rotation, of at
least one of template image 18 and image to be searched
16. Details of a method of obtaining period information
will be described later.
[0054] More specifically, period information is obtained
in advance, and an amount of rotation θ6 (an amount of
rotation in accordance with period information) is deter-
mined as a candidate for correction by rotation, in addition
to an amount of rotation θ exhibiting the highest peak.
For example, when period information is 90° and amount
of rotation θ exhibiting the highest peak is -10°, two in
total including amount of rotation θ=80° (-10°+90°=80°)
in addition to amount of rotation θ=-10° are output as
results of estimation. Then, corrected images 16A and
16B are generated by correcting image to be searched
16 in accordance with the results of estimation. Position
detection processing in the subsequent stage is per-
formed with these corrected images 16A and 16B. Name-
ly, processing for generating a plurality of sets of images
includes processing for determining a candidate for an
amount of rotation by adding and/or subtracting an
amount of rotation representing information on periodic-
ity to and/or from the amount of rotation determined in
matching (first matching) in respect to the direction of
rotation.

[0055] For a result of estimation of the amount of rota-
tion, amount of rotation θ=-100° (-10°-90° = -100°) can
be a candidate. When POC is used, however, only a
range from -90° to 90° can be detected, and hence
amount of rotation θ=-100° is excluded as being out of
the scope of specifications.
[0056] Fig. 5 is a more detailed functional block dia-
gram of rotation amount estimation portion 156 of image
processing apparatus 100 according to the first embod-
iment. Referring to Fig. 5, rotation amount estimation por-
tion 156 includes, as its functional configuration, frequen-
cy conversion portions 1561 and 1562, logarithm con-
version portions 1563 and 1564, polar coordinate con-
version portions 1565 and 1566, a POC processing por-
tion 1567, and a candidate generation portion 1568.
[0057] Frequency conversion portions 1561 and 1562
calculate frequency components (an amplitude compo-
nent and a phase component) included in respective tem-
plate image 18 and image to be searched 16. In process-
ing for estimating an amount of rotation, not a phase com-
ponent but an amplitude component is employed. Here,
template image 18 and image to be searched 16 are the
same in size.
[0058] Logarithm conversion portion 1563 and polar
coordinate conversion portion 1565 convert an amplitude
component of template image 18 into a logarithm and
into a polar coordinate image. Similarly, logarithm con-
version portion 1564 and polar coordinate conversion
portion 1566 convert an amplitude component of image
to be searched 16 into a logarithm and into a polar coor-
dinate image. As a result of conversion into such a polar
coordinate image, an amount of rotation is expressed as
a coordinate point on a two-dimensional coordinate.
Here, a coordinate in a horizontal direction of the polar
coordinate image corresponds to an amount of rotation.
[0059] POC processing portion 1567 calculates a sim-
ilarity and an amount of parallel translation (correspond-
ing to an amount of rotation) between polar coordinate
images output from respective polar coordinate conver-
sion portions 1565 and 1566. The similarity calculated
by POC processing portion 1567 is also referred to as a
correlation value or a POC value.
[0060] Fig. 6 is a schematic diagram showing an algo-
rithm in POC. Referring to Fig. 6, POC processing portion
1567 includes a reference window setting portion 1571,
a target window setting portion 1572, frequency conver-
sion portions 1573 and 1574, phase information extrac-
tion portions 1575 and 1576, a phase difference calcu-
lation portion 1577, and a frequency inverse conversion
portion 1578.
[0061] Reference window setting portion 1571 and tar-
get window setting portion 1572 set windows for a tem-
plate image (an image resulting from polar coordinate
conversion) and an image to be searched (an image re-
sulting from polar coordinate conversion), respectively.
[0062] Frequency conversion portion 1573 subjects a
reference window set on the template image to frequency
conversion (typically, Fourier transform) to thereby con-
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vert image information included therein into information
in a frequency space. Similarly, frequency conversion
portion 1573 subjects a target window set on the image
to be searched to frequency conversion (typically, Fourier
transform) to thereby convert image information included
therein into information in a frequency space. The result-
ant information in the frequency space includes ampli-
tude information and phase information for each frequen-
cy. Namely, frequency conversion portions 1573 and
1574 subject partial images included in respective win-
dows to frequency decomposition.
[0063] For example, when a window has a size of NxM,
the entire domain of frequencies in the horizontal direc-
tion is expressed by a DC component and AC compo-
nents having frequencies F1 to Fx_max = (N-1)/2 (N rep-
resenting a size expressed with an odd number) and the
entire domain of frequencies in the vertical direction is
expressed by a DC component and frequencies F1 to
Fy_max = (M-1)/2 (M representing a size expressed with
an odd number). Though there are actually N or M AC
components, they have information symmetrical with re-
spect to the DC component and hence there are only
Fx_max x Fy_max pieces of significant information.
[0064] A result of computation of general frequency
conversion is output in a form of a complex number in-
cluding a real part and an imaginary part. Typically, fre-
quency conversion is carried out in accordance with an
expression (1). 

where N1 and N2 each represent a window size.
[0065] Namely, frequency information is output in the
form of a complex number including a real part Re(u, v)
and an imaginary part Im(u, v). With the use of values
for the real part and the imaginary part, conversion into
amplitude information A(u, v) and phase information θ(u,
v) can be achieved.
[0066] A relational expression between the amplitude
information and the phase information, and an expres-
sion in a complex number including a real part and an
imaginary part is as shown in an expression (2). 

[0067] A result of frequency conversion may be saved
in a form of an amplitude and a phase as being combined
or in a form of a real part and an imaginary part as being
combined.
[0068] Phase information extraction portions 1575 and
1576 extract phase information on the respective refer-
ence window and target window with the use of results
of frequency conversion (typically, in the form of a com-
plex number) output from respective frequency conver-
sion portions 1573 and 1574.
[0069] Phase difference calculation portion 1577 cal-
culates a difference in phase information between the
windows extracted by respective phase information ex-
traction portions 1575 and 1576.
[0070] Frequency inverse conversion portion 1578
subjects the phase difference information calculated by
phase difference calculation portion 1577 to frequency
inverse conversion, to thereby calculate a POC value
representing a similarity between the partial images in-
cluded in the respective set windows. This processing
for calculating the POC value is repeatedly performed
each time target window setting portion 1572 updates a
position of the target window set on the template image.
[0071] Fig. 7 is a diagram showing one example of a
POC value calculated in accordance with general POC
shown in Fig. 6. Fig. 7 shows one example of a result of
calculation of a POC value obtained from template image
18 and image to be searched 16 shown in Fig. 4. Two
peaks appear in results of calculation shown in Fig. 7.
This originates from the fact that template image 18 and
image to be searched 16 shown in Fig. 4 are checkered
objects. Namely, amplitude components included in re-
spective template image 18 and image to be searched
16 are in a cross-shape as shown in Fig. 7. Thus, in terms
of a phase component, amounts of rotation θ and θ690°
cannot be distinguished from each other, and conse-
quently a plurality of peaks appear also in a POC value
(correlation value) calculated with POC.
[0072] Though amounts of rotation θ and θ+180° can-
not be distinguished from each other with POC, search
only in a range of 690° is made with the template image
being defined as the reference under the specifications
of known RIPOC, and hence rotation by 180° does not
have to be taken into consideration. Unlike the normal
specifications, however, in a case of rotation exceeding
90°, reference is to be made to a reference document
(Gerhard X. Ritter, Joseph N. Wilson, "Handbook of Com-
puter Vision Algorithms in Image Algebra," 1996.5.1).
[0073] Depending on contents of template image 18
and image to be searched 16, a plurality of peaks thus
appear. With known RIPOC, an amount of rotation cor-
responding to the highest peak is estimated as an amount
of fluctuation by rotation. Therefore, when a plurality of
peaks are generated, which peak indicates a truly correct
amount of rotation cannot accurately be determined.
[0074] As described above, in the present embodi-
ment, in order to exclude such a factor for lowering in
robustness, with attention being paid to periodicity in a
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direction of rotation included in an image, a plurality of
candidates for an amount of rotation are estimated in a
stage of estimation of an amount of rotation.
[0075] Then, candidate generation portion 1568 of ro-
tation amount estimation portion 156 shown in Fig. 5 es-
timates as a candidate for an amount of rotation, amount
of rotation θ6 (an amount of rotation based on period
information) together with amount of rotation θ exhibiting
the highest peak calculated with POC. As described
above, for example, when period information is 90° and
amount of rotation θ exhibiting the highest peak is -10°,
two in total including amount of rotation θ=80°
(-10°+90°=80°) in addition to amount of rotation θ=-10°
are output as results of estimation. Then, the image to
be searched is corrected in accordance with the results
of estimation.
[0076] Fig. 8 is a diagram showing an exemplary result
of rotation correction processing by rotation correction
portion 154 of image processing apparatus 100 accord-
ing to the first embodiment. As shown in Fig. 8, image to
be searched 16 is corrected with a plurality of candidates
for the amount of rotation based on an amount of fluctu-
ation in direction of rotation between template image 18
and image to be searched 16 and on period information,
and corrected images 16A and 16B are generated. Po-
sition search processing is performed with the use of cor-
rected images 16A and 16B.

<<c3: Period Information»

[0077] Period information can be obtained with various
methods. Typically, a frequency component (an ampli-
tude component and a phase component) included in a
template image is calculated, and period information may
be determined based on periodicity of this frequency
component. More specifically, in creating template image
18, a user can know what kind of periodicity there is,
based on features of the image. Specifically, by extract-
ing amplitude information by subjecting template image
18 to frequency conversion, an image like an image re-
sulting from processing for conversion into logarithm
shown in Fig. 5 can be obtained. By looking into such an
image, the user can confirm what kind of periodicity the
direction of rotation has.
[0078] After the user confirmed periodicity, the user
can provide the periodicity to image processing appara-
tus 100 as period information. Namely, processing for
obtaining information on periodicity includes processing
for accepting information on periodicity set by the user
at the time of generation of template image 18.

<<c4: Position Detection Processing>>

[0079] Details of the position detection processing de-
scribed above will now be described.
[0080] As described above, in the present embodi-
ment, the image to be searched is corrected with each
of the plurality of candidates for the amount of rotation,

and a position is detected with the use of each corrected
image. Then, a most likely result among results of posi-
tion detection is output as final position information.
[0081] In the example shown in Fig. 8 described above
(when period information is 90° and amount of rotation
θ exhibiting the highest peak is -10°, two amounts of ro-
tation θ = -10° and 80° are output as the results of esti-
mation of an amount of rotation), a result of position de-
tection in the case of correction by amount of rotation θ
= -10° and a result of position detection in the case of
correction by amount of rotation θ = 80° are obtained.
[0082] Position detection portion 160 of image
processing apparatus 100 shown in Fig. 3 determines
which result of position detection is more likely, based
on comparison of magnitude of the highest peak associ-
ated with these results of position detection.
[0083] As shown in Fig. 8, corrected images 16A and
16B are obtained by correcting image to be searched 16
with -10° and 80°. Since corrected image 16B obtained
by correcting image to be searched 16 with 80° is different
in view from template image 18, it has a smaller value
for the highest peak and is highly likely to be determined
to be low in accuracy in result of position detection. In
contrast, since corrected image 16A obtained by correct-
ing image to be searched 16 with -10° is substantially the
same in view as template image 18, it has a greater value
for the highest peak and a position can accurately be
detected.

«c5: Processing Procedure»

[0084] An overall procedure in the position detection
processing according to the present embodiment will now
be described. Fig. 9 is a flowchart showing an overall
procedure in the position detection processing according
to the first embodiment. Each step shown in Fig. 9 is
typically implemented as CPU 102 executes template
matching execution program 112 (both of which are in
Fig. 2).
[0085] Referring to Fig. 9, initially, CPU 102 obtains a
template image (step S100). The template image may
be obtained by a user cutting a workpiece to serve as
the reference from an image resulting from photograph-
ing by camera 10 or by obtaining an image generated
based on design data for workpiece 2. In succession,
CPU 102 obtains period information (step S102). This
period information may externally be obtained in associ-
ation with the template image, or may be set by the user
based on image information included in the template im-
age. In steps S100 and S102, information necessary for
template matching according to the present embodiment
is collected.
[0086] In succession, CPU 102 obtains an image to be
searched (step S104). Typically, CPU 102 has camera
10 photograph workpiece 2 and obtains an image to be
searched. Alternatively, an image obtained by photo-
graphing a workpiece with another camera may be taken
in as an image to be searched. Processing in step S104
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may be performed on condition that some kind of trigger
occurs. For example, on condition that a sensor arranged
in belt conveyor 3 has sensed arrival of workpiece 2,
camera 10 may photograph workpiece 2.
[0087] In succession, CPU 102 estimates change in
direction of rotation (amount of rotation) between the tem-
plate image and the image to be searched (step S106).
More specifically, as shown in Fig. 5, CPU 102 subjects
each image to frequency conversion, processing for con-
version into logarithm, and polar coordinate conversion,
and then estimates an amount of rotation with POC. In
estimation of this amount of rotation, CPU 102 deter-
mines an amount of rotation exhibiting the highest simi-
larity (correlation value). Then, CPU 102 estimates a can-
didate for an amount of rotation by making use of period
information, based on the amount of rotation determined
in step S106 (step S108). More specifically, CPU 102
determines a candidate for the amount of rotation by add-
ing/subtracting the amount of rotation representing peri-
od information to/from the amount of rotation estimated
in step S106.
[0088] In succession, CPU 102 generates a plurality
of corrected images by rotating image to be searched 16
with the plurality of candidate amounts of rotation (step
S110). Then, CPU 102 detects a position with respect to
each of the plurality of corrected images generated with
the use of template image 18 (step S112). More specif-
ically, CPU 102 typically searches for a corresponding
position between the images with POC. Finally, CPU 102
outputs as final position information, a result representing
the highest similarity (correlation value) among results
of position detection in step S 112 (step S114). Namely,
CPU 102 outputs as the final position information, a most
likely result among results of position search which has
been carried out with the use of the plurality of candidate
amounts of rotation.

«c6: Advantages»

[0089] According to the present embodiment, even
though an amount of rotation for correction by rotation
cannot accurately be found, a plurality of candidates for
the amount of rotation are estimated by making use of
periodicity of the direction of rotation of the image and a
position is detected with the use of each candidate. Then,
position detection higher in robustness and accuracy can
be realized by determining an optimal amount of rotation
and a corresponding amount of position displacement
based on a result of position detection.

[D. Second Embodiment]

[0090] In the first embodiment described above, in
processing for estimating an amount of rotation, a POC
value (similarity) is calculated by using respective ampli-
tude components included in template image 18 and im-
age to be searched 16, an amount of rotation exhibiting
the highest peak is determined, and one candidate or a

plurality of candidates for the amount of rotation is/are
estimated based on period information, with the amount
of rotation corresponding to the determined highest peak
being defined as the reference. In processing for search-
ing for a POC value (similarity) in this processing for es-
timating an amount of rotation, basically, a POC value
(similarity) should be calculated for all amounts of rota-
tion. On the other hand, when period information has
been obtained, a period in which a peak appears can be
expected in advance and hence a search range of a POC
value (similarity) can be limited based on the period in-
formation.
[0091] In a second embodiment, processing for more
efficiently performing processing for estimating an
amount of rotation with the use of such period information
will be described. Since a portion other than this process-
ing for estimating an amount of rotation is the same as
in the first embodiment described above, detailed de-
scription will not be repeated.
[0092] Fig. 10 is a diagram for illustrating processing
for estimating an amount of rotation according to the sec-
ond embodiment. Fig. 10 schematically and one-dimen-
sionally shows change in POC value with respect to an
amount of rotation. In an example shown in Fig. 10, peaks
appear at three locations in total, at which amounts of
rotation are 0°, -90°, and 90°, respectively.
[0093] Here, when period information has been known
to be 90° in advance, a range of 645° around 0° should
only be searched. Namely, by searching the range
of645° around 0°, a peak at the position of 0° can be
specified. Then, with the specified position of 0° being
defined as the reference, with the use of period informa-
tion, it can be estimated that peaks are present at re-
maining positions of -90° and 90°.
[0094] In another example, when image to be searched
16 has rotated by 40° with respect to template image 18,
peaks appear at two locations of 40° and -50°, and when
the image to be searched has rotated by 60°, peaks ap-
pear at two locations of 60° and -30°. In any case, since
at least one peak is present within the range of 645°
(search range) without exception, a peak can be
searched for with the search range being limited.
[0095] In principle, when period information α has been
obtained, the search range should only be limited to
6(α/2). Naturally, in order to enhance robustness, a
search range may be set to 6(α/2+β) by using a likeliness
β.
[0096] In the first embodiment described above, a POC
value is calculated based on the amplitude information,
a highest peak position in a POC value is searched for,
and a plurality of candidates for an amount of rotation
are estimated based on period information, with an
amount of rotation corresponding to this found highest
peak position being defined as the reference. In contrast,
in the second embodiment, a range in which a peak po-
sition is searched for (a search range) is limited based
on period information. Namely, in the second embodi-
ment, matching (first matching) in respect to the direction
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of rotation between template image 18 and image to be
searched 16 includes processing for limiting a range in
which an amount of rotation is searched for, based on
information on periodicity. Operation load can be lowered
by adopting such processing for limiting a search range
based on period information.

[E. Third Embodiment]

[0097] In the second embodiment described above, a
configuration in which operation load is lowered by lim-
iting a search range has been described. Limiting a
search range, however, may lead to lowering in robust-
ness. Therefore, in a third embodiment, processing for
limiting a search range and improving robustness by
making use of information out of the search range in
processing for estimating an amount of rotation will be
described. Since a portion other than this processing for
estimating an amount of rotation is the same as in the
first embodiment described above, detailed description
will not be repeated.
[0098] Fig. 11 is a diagram showing one example of
variation in POC value with respect to an amount of ro-
tation produced when an image contains a noise com-
ponent. Fig. 12 is a diagram for illustrating processing
for estimating an amount of rotation according to the third
embodiment.
[0099] When some noise components (shot noise or
shading) are produced in obtaining an image to be
searched, as shown in Fig. 11, a peak (a false peak) may
appear at an improper location (a position b in Fig. 11).
In an example shown in Fig. 11, the highest peak should
be produced at a position a. In such a case, when a peak
which appears at position b indicates the highest peak,
a candidate for an amount of rotation is determined based
on period information, with an amount of rotation corre-
sponding to position b being defined as the reference.
Therefore, in position detection in a subsequent stage,
a position is detected by using an image corrected with
an erroneously estimated amount of rotation and an
amount of rotation calculated with the use of period in-
formation based on the amount of rotation. Therefore, a
position cannot accurately be detected.
[0100] In the example shown in Fig. 11, such errone-
ous detection may be caused even when a search range
is limited to 645°. Then, in the third embodiment, as
shown in Fig. 12, influence on accuracy due to production
of a false peak is eliminated by integrating a limited
search range and information on a POC value out of the
search range with each other. More specifically, charac-
teristics (a waveform) of a POC value out of the search
range are folded back and added and further averaged,
to thereby lower an amplitude of the false peak which
has appeared at position b in Fig. 11.
[0101] In the example shown in Fig. 12, at a correct
peak position (0°), the peak is present also in a result of
integration of information in the search range and out of
the search range, however, at the false peak position, no

peak is present in information out of the search range.
By thus subjecting the POC value to integration process-
ing (addition or averaging), an amplitude of the false peak
can be lowered. Namely, an amount of rotation corre-
sponding to the false peak can be prevented from being
output as a result of estimation.
[0102] In the third embodiment, influence by a noise
component can be reduced and robustness can be en-
hanced by limiting a search range based on period infor-
mation and integrating information on a PCO value out
of a search range with a search range. Namely, in the
third embodiment, processing for limiting a range in which
an amount of rotation is searched for includes processing
for generating information on a similarity of a search
range, by correcting relation between an amount of ro-
tation and a similarity in a range in which an amount of
rotation is searched for with relation between an amount
of rotation and a similarity out of a range in which an
amount of rotation is searched for.

[F. Fourth Embodiment]

[0103] In the third embodiment described above,
processing for improving robustness by integrating infor-
mation on a POC value in a search range with information
on a POC value out of the search range has been de-
scribed. In contrast, in a fourth embodiment, processing
for excluding a false peak not with integration processing
but with other processing will be described. Since a por-
tion other than this processing for estimating an amount
of rotation is the same as in the first embodiment de-
scribed above, detailed description will not be repeated.
[0104] As described above, when some noise compo-
nents (shot noise or shading) are produced in obtaining
an image to be searched, a peak (a false peak) may
appear at an improper location as shown in Fig. 11 (po-
sition b in Fig. 11).
[0105] Whether or not each peak has periodicity may
be determined in order to determine whether a peak
which appears in characteristics of a POC value is a prop-
er peak or a false peak. In the example shown in Fig. 11,
when the peak at position b in Fig. 11 exhibits the highest
peak, a POC value at a position obtained by adding/sub-
tracting a period (90° in this example) obtained based on
period information (an amount of rotation at a peak po-
sition 6 90°), with an amount of rotation corresponding
to this position b being defined as the reference, is eval-
uated. When a POC value at (an amount of rotation at a
peak position 6 90°) is smaller than a predetermined
threshold value, no periodicity is observed. Therefore,
the peak which appears at position b can be determined
as the false peak, which is excluded.
[0106] After the false peak which appears at position
b is thus excluded, a peak having a next highest peak at
a position other than position b is searched for. Whether
or not the newly found peak has periodicity is also deter-
mined. When presence of periodicity is determined in this
determination, a position of the peak and a position cor-
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responding to period information are extracted as candi-
dates for an amount of rotation. In a subsequent stage,
processing for position detection is performed for each
extracted candidate for an amount of rotation, and a most
likely result (an amount of rotation and a corresponding
position) is output as final position information.
[0107] In the fourth embodiment, whether or not an ex-
tracted peak is a false peak can be determined by deter-
mining whether or not periodic peaks are present, with
an extracted amount of rotation representing the highest
peak being defined as the reference. Namely, in the
fourth embodiment, processing for excluding a candidate
failing to satisfy a condition for information on periodicity
among candidates for an amount of rotation by referring
to characteristics in change in similarity between tem-
plate image 18 and image to be searched 16 with respect
to an amount of rotation is performed. By thus determin-
ing presence/absence of periodicity of extracted peaks,
a false peak can be excluded and thus robustness can
be improved.

[G. Fifth Embodiment]

[0108] In the first embodiment described above, an ex-
ample in which a user obtains and sets period information
has been described. A user would be able to know a
pattern of a template image if it is a simple checker pattern
as shown in Fig. 4. If a pattern is slightly complicated,
however, it will be difficult to know what kind of periodicity
the pattern has. Then, in a fifth embodiment, a configu-
ration for automatically determining what kind of perio-
dicity a template image has when a user sets a template
image will be exemplified.
[0109] Fig. 13 is a schematic diagram showing a func-
tional configuration of an image processing apparatus
100A according to the fifth embodiment. Referring to Fig.
13, image processing apparatus 100A according to the
fifth embodiment additionally includes a period informa-
tion calculation portion 162 as compared with image
processing apparatus 100 shown in Fig. 3. Since other
components have been described with reference to Fig.
3, detailed description will not be repeated.
[0110] Period information calculation portion 162
shown in Fig. 13 calculates period information of a tem-
plate image with any method in first to third processing
examples as will be described later.

<<g1: First Processing Example»

[0111] In a first processing example, period informa-
tion calculation portion 162 estimates rotation between
template images set by a user. Rotation between the
template images is estimated off-line, that is, before an
image to be searched is subjected to position search
processing.
[0112] Since a plurality of peaks appear in a template
image having some kind of periodicity in accordance with
the periodicity, periodicity included in the template image

can be extracted based on these peaks. More specifical-
ly, period information can be calculated by extracting a
peak of which peak value (amplitude) exceeds a prede-
termined threshold value among a plurality of peaks
which have appeared and determining at which pixel in-
terval the extracted peaks have been produced.
[0113] For example, when a template has a size of 128
pixels x 128 pixels, one pixel corresponds to 1.4° (a case
that the entire template size is 180°). Therefore, by way
of example, when a pixel interval at which peaks appear
is 32 pixels, period information is 32 pixels x 1.4°≈ 45°.
Since it can be known that period information of the tem-
plate image is 45° through such processing, an amount
of rotation can be estimated taking into account this pe-
riod information as described in the embodiment de-
scribed above.
[0114] When rotation between exactly identical tem-
plate images is estimated, a sharp peak is output only at
the center of the image as a POC value and it becomes
difficult to calculate period information. Therefore, some
error is preferably produced between template images
to be subjected to estimation of rotation. For example, a
method of providing some noise such as random noise
to any one template image or a method of deteriorating
one template image with a smoothing filter may be adopt-
ed as a method of producing such an error.

«g2: Second Processing Example»

[0115] In a second processing example, period infor-
mation calculation portion 162 calculates a correlation
value between a template image and an image generated
by rotation of the template image and thus calculates
periodicity of the template image.
[0116] More specifically, period information calculation
portion 162 generates a plurality of images obtained by
rotating a template image set by a user by each pre-
scribed angle (for example, by each 1°). This image gen-
eration processing is performed off-line. Then, period in-
formation calculation portion 162 calculates a correlation
value for each image by using the template image set by
the user and carrying out position detection matching with
a plurality of images generated by rotation by each pre-
scribed angle. A correlation value calculated for each im-
age fluctuates in accordance with periodicity thereof
Namely, a higher degree of matching is exhibited in ac-
cordance with periodicity. Then, period information can
be determined by calculating at which rotation amount
interval peaks are produced based on data on a corre-
lation value exceeding a predetermined threshold value
among calculated correlation values.

<<g3: Third Processing Example>>

[0117] Fig. 14 is a more detailed functional block dia-
gram of rotation amount estimation portion 156 and pe-
riod information calculation portion 162 of the image
processing apparatus according to the third processing
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example in the fifth embodiment. Referring to Fig. 14,
period information calculation portion 162 subjects an
image resulting from polar coordinate conversion of am-
plitude information of a template image (an image result-
ing from polar coordinate conversion) to frequency con-
version (typically, Fourier transform) in a direction of axis
representing an amount of rotation (the abscissa in the
image resulting from polar coordinate conversion shown
in Fig. 14), so that a peak of a frequency corresponding
to periodicity becomes high. Period information is ob-
tained by making use of this property.

<<g4: Advantages>>

[0118] In the fifth embodiment, processing for obtain-
ing information on periodicity includes processing for
matching (third matching) in respect to a direction of ro-
tation between template images 18 and processing for
determining periodicity based on a period of a similarity
which appears in a result of matching. According to such
fifth embodiment, once a user sets a template image, the
user himself/herself does not have to set information on
periodicity of the set template image. Namely, since pe-
riodicity of the set template image is automatically ana-
lyzed, a system achieving enhanced usability can be re-
alized.

<<g5: Others>>

[0119] As described above, in addition to or instead of
information on automatically determined periodicity, a
user may arbitrarily make setting. Namely, processing
for obtaining information on periodicity may include
processing for accepting information on any periodicity
from a user.

[H. Sixth Embodiment]

[0120] In the first embodiment described above,
though only an amount of rotation at the highest peak is
found at the time of estimation of an amount of rotation
and a plurality of amounts of rotation are estimated based
on period information, another processing method may
be adopted. In a sixth embodiment, variation of the
processing for estimating an amount of rotation will be
described. Since a portion other than this processing for
estimating an amount of rotation is the same as in the
first embodiment described above, detailed description
will not be repeated.
[0121] For example, in estimating an amount of rota-
tion, a peak position having an amplitude equal to or
greater than a predetermined threshold value may be
calculated and a periodic position with respect to each
peak position may also be calculated. In this case, a large
number of candidates for an amount of rotation are
present, which may lead to higher operation load. Since
unstable amplitude information such as variation in illu-
mination environment is used in estimation of an amount

of rotation, a rate of error in estimation of an amount of
rotation may increase. In position detection in a subse-
quent stage, however, by making use of robust POC for
such an error factor as variation in illumination environ-
ment, a result of position detection having a high corre-
lation value only for an image of which amount of rotation
has properly been corrected can be obtained.
[0122] According to the sixth embodiment, robust de-
tection can be achieved by detecting a position in a sub-
sequent stage of a plurality of candidates for an amount
of rotation.

[I. Seventh Embodiment]

[0123] In the first embodiment described above,
though only an amount of rotation at the highest peak is
found in estimation of an amount of rotation and a plurality
of amounts of rotation are estimated based on period
information, another processing method may be adopt-
ed. In a seventh embodiment, a further variation of the
processing for estimating an amount of rotation will be
described. Since a portion other than this processing for
estimating an amount of rotation is the same as in the
first embodiment described above, detailed description
will not be repeated.
[0124] For example, during estimation of an amount of
rotation, a plurality of peak positions having an amplitude
equal to or greater than a predetermined threshold value
are calculated and whether or not the plurality of calcu-
lated peak positions have periodic relation is determined.
[0125] When there is no periodic relation, that peak
position is excluded, then a candidate for an amount of
rotation is determined, and a position is detected in a
subsequent stage. This processing means calculation of
a highest peak position matching with period information.
[0126] Fig. 15 is a diagram for illustrating processing
for estimating an amount of rotation according to the sev-
enth embodiment. A highest peak value is exhibited at a
peak (1) shown in Fig. 15, and peak values exceeding a
predetermined threshold value (a horizontal dashed line)
are exhibited at peaks (2) to (4).
[0127] In the seventh embodiment, peaks (1) to (4)
shown in Fig. 15 are extracted as candidates for estimat-
ing an amount of rotation. Then, certainty of that peak is
determined by making use of period information succes-
sively from the highest peak. Certainty does not neces-
sarily have to be determined successively from the high-
est peak, and the order is arbitrary. For example, deter-
mination may be made successively from a peak located
on the left shown in Fig. 15 or from a peak located on the
right.
[0128] Period information A (assumed to be 90° here
by way of example; a length corresponding to 90° is
shown with an arrow in Fig. 15) is made use of for peak
(1), and whether or not a peak as exceeding a threshold
value is present at a corresponding position is deter-
mined. Since there is no peak at a position distant by 90°
from peak (1) in the example shown in Fig. 15, peak (1)
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is excluded from candidates.
[0129] Then, period information B (also assumed to be
90° here) is made use of for peak (2), and whether or not
a peak as exceeding a threshold value is present at a
corresponding position is determined. Since peak (3) is
present at a position distant by exactly 90° from peak (2)
in the example shown in Fig. 15, peak (2) is left as being
likely as a candidate.
[0130] Then, since peak (3) has previously been found
to be paired with peak (2), it is not necessary to make
determination again by making use of period information,
and determination processing for peak (3) is skipped,
with peak (3) being left as a candidate.
[0131] Finally, determination is similarly made for peak
(4). Since there is no peak at a position distant by exactly
90° from peak (4) in this example, peak (4) is excluded
from candidates.
[0132] By adopting a technique as shown in the sev-
enth embodiment as described above, even when a high-
est peak position appears at an essentially erroneous
amount of rotation, such an erroneous amount of rotation
can be excluded by making use of period information.
Therefore, a candidate for an amount of rotation can be
estimated with enhanced robustness. Then, since the
most likely amount of rotation and position among can-
didates for an amount of rotation which have periodic
relation can be calculated based on a result of position
detection in a subsequent stage, robustness can further
be enhanced.
[0133] In the example described above, certainty of all
peaks (except for a peak paired with another peak like
peak (3)) exceeding a predetermined threshold value
may be determined, or certainty may be determined suc-
cessively from a peak higher in peak value and then a
remaining peak may be excluded at the time point when
even a single peak matching with period information is
found. By adopting such processing, an estimation can-
didate for a most likely amount of rotation having period
information can be determined and a time period for op-
eration can also be shortened.

[J. Other Embodiments]

[0134] Though a processing example in which POC is
made use of as a technique for detecting a position has
been described in the first to seventh embodiments de-
scribed above, any technique capable of position detec-
tion between images may be adopted. For example, a
technique capable of position detection like sum of ab-
solute difference (SAD) can be adopted. SAD is a method
of evaluating a similarity by calculating an absolute value
sum of differences for each pixel between a template
image and an image to be searched.
[0135] Since an amount of rotation of a template image
is optimized in processing for correcting an amount of
rotation in the present embodiment, even a technique
slightly low in robustness can also be made use of if only
a final candidate is narrowed down. On the other hand,

since SAD is lower in operation load than POC, process-
ing can be faster.
[0136] A similar effect can be obtained also by using
other techniques such as sum of squared difference
(SSD) or normalize cross correlation (NCC), limited to
SAD.

[K. Additional Aspects]

[0137] The present embodiment includes aspects as
below.
[0138] An image processing apparatus includes
means for obtaining a template image and an image to
be searched, means for obtaining periodicity in respect
to a direction of rotation of amplitude information of the
obtained image, means for estimating a plurality of rela-
tive amounts of rotation by making use of the amplitude
information and periodicity of the template image and the
image to be searched, means for correcting the relative
amount of rotation between the template image and the
image to be searched, means for detecting from each
corrected image, a position highest in correlation value
in template matching as a position of an object in the
image to be searched, and means for selecting a position
having the highest correlation value from among detect-
ed positions.
[0139] Preferably, the image processing apparatus in-
cludes means for limiting a search range for estimating
a relative amount of rotation based on information on
periodicity, means for estimating a relative amount of ro-
tation from the limited search range, and means for es-
timating a plurality of relative amounts of rotation based
on the estimated relative amount of rotation and the in-
formation on periodicity.
[0140] Further preferably, the image processing appa-
ratus includes means for integrating a correlation value
in the limited search range and a correlation value out of
the search range with each other.
[0141] Preferably, the image processing apparatus in-
cludes means for excluding from a result of estimation,
an amount of rotation which does not match with the in-
formation on periodicity, with respect to the plurality of
estimated relative amounts of rotation.
[0142] Preferably, the means for obtaining periodicity
is set by a user when a template is created.
[0143] Preferably, the means for obtaining periodicity
performs processing for estimating an amount of rotation
between templates set by the user and calculates peri-
odicity based on the obtained correlation value.

[L. Advantages]

[0144] According to the present embodiment, in a tech-
nique for detecting a position in consideration of rotation
of an image, in estimating an amount of rotation which
is first calculated, influence by a peak which does not
match with periodicity is reduced by making use of peri-
odicity in a direction of rotation of the image, and robust-
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ness can be improved and operation load can be lowered
by limiting a search range.
[0145] Namely, in an algorithm in which an amount of
displacement in direction of rotation is first estimated and
thereafter a position is searched for as in RIPOC, initial
estimation of an amount of displacement in direction of
rotation is important. In particular, when amplitude infor-
mation of an image has periodicity in a direction of rota-
tion, which amount of rotation represents a correct
amount of displacement cannot accurately be deter-
mined and therefore an erroneous amount of rotation can
be estimated. An amount of rotation irrelevant to perio-
dicity can be estimated due to influence by noise in an
image. Therefore, in a technique for detecting a position
in consideration of a direction of rotation of an image,
robustness and accuracy in estimation of an amount of
rotation which is first calculated can be enhanced by mak-
ing use of periodicity in a direction of rotation of the image.
[0146] It should be understood that the embodiments
disclosed herein are illustrative and non-restrictive in
every respect. The scope of the present invention is de-
fined by the terms of the claims, rather than the descrip-
tion above, and is intended to include any modifications
within the scope and meaning equivalent to the terms of
the claims.

REFERENCE SIGNS LIST

[0147] 1 system; 2 workpiece; 3 belt conveyor; 10 cam-
era; 16 image to be searched; 16A, 16B corrected image;
18 template image; 100, 100A image processing appa-
ratus; 102 CPU; 104 RAM; 106 ROM; 108 network inter-
face; 110 hard disk; 112 template matching execution
program; 120 display portion; 122 input portion; 124
memory card interface; 126 memory card; 128 camera
interface; 130 bus; 150 template holding portion; 152 im-
age obtaining portion; 154 rotation correction portion; 156
rotation amount estimation portion; 158 image correction
portion; 160 position detection portion; 162 period infor-
mation calculation portion; 1561, 1562, 1573, 1574 fre-
quency conversion portion; 1563, 1563, 1564, 1564 log-
arithm conversion portion; 1565, 1565, 1566, 1566 polar
coordinate conversion portion; 1567 POC processing
portion; 1568 candidate generation portion; 1571 refer-
ence window setting portion; 1572 target window setting
portion; 1575, 1576 phase information extraction portion;
1577 phase difference calculation portion; and 1578 fre-
quency inverse conversion portion.

Claims

1. An image processing method of carrying out tem-
plate matching with an image to be searched by us-
ing a template image, comprising the steps of:

obtaining information on periodicity in a direction
of rotation, of at least one of the template image

and the image to be searched;
carrying out first matching in respect to the di-
rection of rotation between the template image
and the image to be searched and determining
a plurality of candidates for an amount of rotation
for correcting relative displacement in direction
of rotation between the template image and the
image to be searched based on a result of the
first matching and the information on the perio-
dicity;
generating a plurality of sets of images resulting
from correction of relative displacement in the
direction of rotation between the template image
and the image to be searched with each of the
candidates for the amount of rotation; and
carrying out second matching in respect to a po-
sition in each of the sets of the images and out-
putting a result relatively high in likelihood
among results of the second matching.

2. The image processing method according to claim 1,
wherein
the step of determining the plurality of candidates for
an amount of rotation includes the step of limiting a
range in which the amount of rotation is searched
for based on the information on the periodicity.

3. The image processing method according to claim 2,
wherein
the step of limiting the range in which the amount of
rotation is searched for includes the step of gener-
ating information on similarity in the range in which
the amount of rotation is searched for, by correcting
relation between the amount of rotation and the sim-
ilarity in the range in which the amount of rotation is
searched for with relation between an amount of ro-
tation and similarity out of the range in which the
amount of rotation is searched for.

4. The image processing method according to any one
of claims 1 to 3, wherein
the step of determining the plurality of candidates for
an amount of rotation includes the step of determin-
ing candidates for the amount of rotation by adding
and/or subtracting an amount of rotation represent-
ing the information on the periodicity to and/or from
an amount of rotation determined in the first match-
ing.

5. The image processing method according to any one
of claims 1 to 4, wherein
the step of determining the plurality of candidates for
an amount of rotation includes the step of excluding
a candidate failing to satisfy a condition for the infor-
mation on the periodicity from the candidates for the
amount of rotation, by referring to characteristics of
change in similarity between the template image and
the image to be searched, with respect to the amount
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of rotation.

6. The image processing method according to any one
of claims 1 to 5, wherein
the step of obtaining information on periodicity in-
cludes the step of accepting the information on the
periodicity specified by a user when the template im-
age is generated.

7. The image processing method according to any one
of claims 1 to 5, wherein
the step of obtaining information on periodicity in-
cludes the steps of

carrying out third matching in respect to the di-
rection of rotation between the template images,
and
determining periodicity based on a period of sim-
ilarity which appears in a result of the third
matching.

8. The image processing method according to any one
of claims 1 to 5, wherein
the step of obtaining information on periodicity in-
cludes the step of accepting information on any pe-
riodicity from a user.

9. An image processing apparatus carrying out tem-
plate matching with an image to be searched by us-
ing a template image, comprising:

a period information obtaining portion that ob-
tains information on periodicity in a direction of
rotation, of at least one of the template image
and the image to be searched;
a rotation amount estimation portion that carries
out first matching in respect to the direction of
rotation between the template image and the im-
age to be searched and determines a plurality
of candidates for an amount of rotation for cor-
recting relative displacement in direction of ro-
tation between the template image and the im-
age to be searched based on a result of the first
matching and the information on the periodicity;
an image correction portion that generates a plu-
rality of sets of images resulting from correction
of relative displacement in the direction of rota-
tion between the template image and the image
to be searched with each of the candidates for
the amount of rotation; and
a position detection portion that carries out sec-
ond matching in respect to a position in each of
the sets of the images and outputs a result rel-
atively high in likelihood among results of the
second matching.

10. An image processing program carrying out template
matching with an image to be searched by using a

template image, causing a computer to perform the
steps of:

obtaining information on periodicity in a direction
of rotation, of at least one of the template image
and the image to be searched;
carrying out first matching in respect to the di-
rection of rotation between the template image
and the image to be searched and determining
a plurality of candidates for an amount of rotation
for correcting relative displacement in direction
of rotation between the template image and the
image to be searched based on a result of the
first matching and the information on the perio-
dicity;
generating a plurality of sets of images resulting
from correction of relative displacement in the
direction of rotation between the template image
and the image to be searched with each of the
candidates for the amount of rotation; and
carrying out second matching in respect to a po-
sition in each of the sets of the images and out-
putting a result relatively high in likelihood
among results of the second matching.
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